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INTRODUCTION
Being a Senior Scholar means involvement in a
long, laboriou

process.

A commitment is made to enter the

schol r's world and to do one's best.

This introduction

is designed to tell- of my experience and of the project's
develo ment under scholastic regime.
During the early part of thef
were selected as samples for a stud
Urba

which was to look inm

Renewal work in the United States.

chosen from three sources:
Cities b

The

1 semester cities

The cities were

oral Integration of Mnerican

Robert Cooley Angell l ; E.L. Thorndike's Your

City2; and Austin I. Porterfield's Crime, Suicide an
Social Well-Being in Your City and State. 3 I turned to
these three particular references because I felt that the
cities listed in them had undergone extensive research b
other scholars which would hopefully indicate that these
cities would respond to my requests or at least have
inform tio

to offer.

above list.

I omitted all duplications in the

I then chose 120 cities.4 This final choice

included taking at least two cities from each state, and
tr ing to include cities whose populations would range
from ver

small, 5,200, Carson City,

2,002,512, Philadelphia, pennsylvania.

evada, to ver

large,

Also capitals of

the states were included whenever pos ible since it was
presQmed that such cities would have more activity all around,
1

2

including Urban Renewal Programs.

The method of choosing

the sample may be questioned as to being a trul
one.

"random"

However, the validity of my sample cities depends

upon the integrity of the three sources, Angell, Thorndike
and Porterfield.
To each of the 120 cities was sent the following
letter in mimeographed form.
Dean Sir,
In connection with a Senior Thesis on "Urban Work in
the United States Today" I find myself needing extensive
information about urban planning and renewal in our
city.

Any materials you would send me would be ver helpful.
However I would appreciate as much information as ou
can pass on to me since this is to be a major thesis
and will eventually be included in the Colby College
Library.
If there are mailing or publication charges I shall be
glad to pay for them.
Thanking

au in advance, I am,
Yours truly,

At this point I learned the first great lesson that
any scholar must learn, the lesson of being specific.
Replies to this letter ranged from courteous to scornful,
but all found th t my request was too vague, and while those
who did cooperate sent what they hoped would be helpful
materials, most of it wasn't.

oreover, letters

those from Newark, New Jerse ; Las Vegas, Nevada;

uch as
eriden,

Conneticut; and Hartford, Conneticut,5 caused a great deal
of embarrassment at having sent out

ihat now appeared to be

an extremely dilett nte type of request.

3

It now became evident th t the whole field of
Urban Renewal was much too vast, and that any thorough com
parison would require detailed knowledge of the various st
that Urban Renewal projects have.

The most profitable

line of study then appeared to be to abandon the comparison
and launch a study into the stimulus of Urban Renewal.
Es ecially a peali g about this topic of stimulus viaS the
remark made by the Bowdoin professor who handles their Urban
Sociology course that to his knowledge such a study had not
been made before.

Moreover, stimulus seemed a good place to

start because it was the beginning and this was the begin
ning of my knowledge about Urban Renewal.
Now a second mimeographed letter, each with a per
sonal handwritten note on the bottom re uesting specific
informa ion if their previous replies had held any clues or
if not, a note to the effect that information on citizen
participation was especially desired and that if they had
such on hand would they take the time out of their busy day
to send it to Colb.

I specifically requested citizen

partiaipation-t. pe information because my readings and
the

e~~

ondence I was receiving led me to think that

I could develop this paper beyond Urban Sociology into
Small Grou

Sociology, that is small groups of citizens

participating in Urban Renewal. Tne form letter I sent
out read as follows:
Dear Sir:
In connection \\Ti th a Senior Thesis on "Urban Work in
the United States Today" I find m self needing eve more

es

4

information about urban planning and renewal in our
city than ou have already been so kind to send me.
Could ou suppl ne with information concerning the
ST _ULUS of Urban Renewal in our c i t , including:
Did Urban Renewal start before or after federal aid as
available? And was Renewal in . our city sti ulated by
economic, aesthetic, or political factors r an. other
Also, I would greatl a preciate particulars about the
stimulus.
o Id it also be possible for you to briefl indicate
the main Urban Renewal problem(s) in your city in the
order of importance. e.g.
traffic congestion, hous
ing conditions, recreation, etc.
Thanking

ou in advance for

our time and trouble, I am,

Yours truly,
Here I would personally write and ask for information
about citizen participati n and an thing else that this
particular cit had which was outstandingl good or
outstandingl.
oor Urban Renewal.
Of the

repl~es

adequate, that is the

to the secsnd letter only

contained information which m de a

direct refer nce back to m
were very encouraging.
an

re_uest.

37 replies

Yet these

First, because they

we~e

second, because they were for the most part

lengthy.

37 were

numerous
uite

Having given a specific question, the new

information led on to the next stage of the project, that
of anal zing the various stimuli and reaching

uite an ex

citing conclusion to the effect that small groups of citizens
were the most original and effective source of Urban Renewal.
It now seemed that it would be very worthwhile to make a
clo e examination into small group sociology to see
whether this "conclusion"

ms true.

l' oreover,

if small

groups of ci tizens could be proven moo the best ty e of

5

organization for carr ing out Urban Renefal, might the
principles t" _e

operate on be the best type of

organization for carrying out social control at large.
A great deal of the informatio

1

received

e phasized Federal Government aid to and control of Urban
Renewal.

I feel that this is counter to my stand as stated

above and I hope to show that small groups of citizens are
capable of handling and
Urban Renewal.

irecting most of the problems of

The hypothesis to be investigated,

"Urban Renewal stimulated by a source other than governmental
will be more successful"

-as part of the personal inquiry

at the end of the second letters.

This hypothesis was

designed to uncover this work of s all

citi~en

groups.

Urban Renewal 6 was chosen as the best framework
within which to talk of social control of people, by

eople,

for people becau e when Urbanism is a way of life individuals
lose the ability to control themselves.?

Yet at the same

time urban life offers these "lost souls" an
to act meaningfull

0

portunity

together arotmd a matter pertinent to

them, this being Urban

Renewal~

Urban Renewal is a topic

which arouses peo le to act for themselves.

Action comes

from areas needing Urban Renewal because relief is sought
from actual

h sical discomfort and because the

to be solved in Urban Renewal

~e

roblems

ones people can a

roach

successfully with a minimum of specialized knowledge.
The emphasis

ut on citizen stimuli means that the citizens

are the first to act, and are the stimuli to local go 

6

ernment, planners, civic leaders, or others whose
cooper ~ion is needed if Urban Renewal is to be adequate.
The practical studies of Part II are meant to serve
as ex

pIes to back up the theory that citizen stimuli is

an important part of Urban Renewal because it forces other
elements to act.

However, citizen stimuli means that the

citizens have learned to organize,and to control their
energies and this is perhaps even a more important part
of Urban Renewal, even ir it only appears as a by-product.
The research studies which I conducted an

resent

in Part III necessitated a qualification of the original
hypothesis.

These studies turned up the inform tion that

citizen participation was vital to the Urban Renewal, but
it did not matter at what stage of the pro ram it came as
long as it was present.

Admittedl

it is easier to

et

citizens involved at the earlier stages before bureaucracy
sets in, but +his is not crucial.

What is crucial is that

the citizens learn to accept and handle this new situation.
The best method of achieving such social control by
through small grou s.

Therefore, Urban Renewal·

involves citizens will be more successful becaus
not onl

to improvements in the

hysical enviro

iQ~king

hich
it leads
ent but

also to control of the total environment.
The paper which follows this introduction is

n

examin tion i to this double benefit when Urban Renewal
is undertaken by small groups.
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1 obert Coolev nJell, "'loral Inte'?;ration of .':.erican
Cities,"
TIl rican Journ 1 of
ociolog;y, LVII (July,1~51).
2 E • T • Thorndike, Your City
Brace and Co., 1939).

(ew York:

Harcourt,

3
Po terfield, flrime,Suicide and Social Well-Sein
(Fort Worth: Texas Christian Universit , 1948).
4 ee

ppendix A ,

.9 -97.

5See Appendix B _p.98-103.
I

rban rene al is a con erted ef ort b a comr:mni t. ,
t'brou'Sh its publ ic and I' iva te res ourcs s, to prev.::mt an
o rect ur an bli ht and deca and to sst in 'loti n 10n 7 
r'n,e, nlanned redJv lop~ent. It has t
ee main el~ments:
1. Sllm revention th ou h nei hborhood conservation and
hOL sin~ code enfo ce,1 e nt;
2. ehabilitation of st uct es and nei 7 hborhoods North
savin ·and
3. Cle rance dnd ed vel p.ent of structures and ne gh
borhoods beyond savin~~
7paul K. Hatt and Ibert J.
eiss,
eader in Urban
(lencoe, Illinois: Fre~ Press, 1951), pp.32-49.

ociolo~y
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PART

T.

SURVEY

Life is an end in itser, and the only
question as to whether it is worth living is whether
you have enough of it.
T will add but a word.
We are all very near
des air. The sheathing that floats us over its waves
is co. ounded of hope, faith in t e unexplainable
worth and sure issue of effort, an the deep, sub
conscious content which comes from the exercise of
our owers.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr.

CHAPTER
THE

I

CAUSE

The city, as one finds it in histor\, is the point
of maximum concentration for the power and culture of
a connnuni t,.
It is the place where the diffused ra s
of many separate beams of life fall into focus, with
gains in both social effectiveness and significance.
The cit is the form and symbol of' a integrated social
reI tionshi : it is the seat of the temple, the market,
the hall of justice, the academy of learning. Here
in the cit the goods of civilization are multi lied
and manifolded; here is where human experience is
transformed into viable signs, s mbols, patterns of
conduct, syst ms of order. Here is where the issues
of civilization are focused • • • • (The city)
re resents the maximum possibility of humanizin the
natural environment and of naturalizing the human
herita e. l
The above conception of a cit
cit
to co

dwellers would scoff at.

A cit

is one that man,
weller is more likely

ent that he lives in a "metropolitan mass"2 where

power is concentrated on such a scale as to be "called
impotence"3, very similar to "water water everyvJhere and
not a drop to drink."

It vmuld seem that "a metropolitan

regime • • • is deeply antagonistic to every valuable
manifestation of life."4 Betwee
contemporary

civili~ation

one thing and another

presents us with a

e alopolis

such as the one Jean Gottmann writes of.
Gottmann's

egalopolis is a tremendousl

powerful force extending as one huge sprawling cit
southern New Ham shire to Northern Virginia.

10

from

Here all the

11

d namics of the urbanized northeaster

seaboard produce

nothing but dirt, chaos, and neuroses.

But Gottmann gives

a descri tion of this area's potential which the citizens
can

evelop and work with if they wish to.
If land is used according to its capabilities,

both rural Rnd urban areas will benefit.
Farms that operate according to their land
ca abilities could go on producing for centuries
without danger of soil erosion and deterioration.
If cities were designed and built according to the
proper criteria of land capabilit and with vision
for future needs as they expand, then urban evelop
ment ould last much ,longer without having to be torn
up and renewed because the land was not used with
pro er forethought in the first place.~
From Megalopolitan woodlands and wildlife there
is another great reservoir of

ower.

The forests are not just ~ees. They are timber,
water,
erhaps climate; they are ildlife habitat,
grazing for stock, and recreation for man.
They are
windbreak, flood break, monotony break. And looking
into the future, they ~dll unquestionabl become a
major raw material and chemical of extraordinar
versatility, because, after all, they are regewable,
in the ma ic balance of sunshine and nature.
In ma ufacturing there lies more

~ower

for the

Megalo olis, but it is a new t pe of manufac'urin , that
of i cubating and nursin
Closel

the more s eculative in ustries.

connected with less of the old t pe of manufacturing

and less manufacturing on the whole is the co in

o er of

the commercial organization.
While the flow of materials from production to con
sum tion ecomes mo -e and more independent of the bus
iness districts of the central cities, the management
of the swelling flow of materials re uires incre , sing
employment and activit in the hubs of commerce.

12

There is t en a great deal of power to

e

capitalized upon in this "White Collar Revolution"S.
is the e

eople

ho are the inhabitants of

and it is the power the

are ca

egalo olis

ble of generating or

not generating that will write the future.

It

FO

NOTE

- P

I - CH

T"'R I

1

Lew s M
ord,
e Culture of Cities (N0w York:
Har au t,Braee and Vorld Inc., 1938), pp. 3-6.
2 Ibid ., p.234.
3 Ibid ., p. 235.
4 I bid.,

. 278 •

. Jean Gottmann, Me~alopolis (New York:
en t ur
und , 19 1), ~. 340 •
6 Ibid., p. 383.

'lIbid., p. 564.
Ibid., p. 565.

The Tw ntietn

TH..c;

L HOD

ottmann's Me :,10 olis can become monst'3r or saint,
al

depends upon vhat is em hasized.
Urban Ii '3 is oLnded on t',e advanta~es of livinq; and
workin a to ethe in a society th~t is hi 7 hly
diversi~ied b t can
unction as one ,Jell-or~anized
communit T.
The su.rvival of the 1"1.ulti-mil ion socjet.
of e~alopolis as a ~oinJ concern cou d b thregtened
to Y/aste of space and mat rial s, whic 0
the whole
is profitable, were added \"1 as te of hunan reso ces.l
Italics mine)
ollow~n~

and Lif

t is

of Great

p

lith J ne Jacobs's The Death
'3~ohasis

merjcin Cities, 0h3

~ain

is

placed on divers i t y 2 which is to be direc ted and or ·,anized
~

by the individuals 0ho live in the
Gottmann's and Jacobs's Norks
common concern fo'

alopolis.

to~ether

Meq;aloDo itan Man.

there

Taking

emer~es

a

Now, vlhen Lew s

.urn ord is added to these works, a trilo y e erges which
unwaveringly focuse
this

attention on how man's existence in

i7antic flux can have meanin",.
ttmann i

a,ureciative of Jane .ddam's desire

for urb n Ii e to ":imp ove people's under3tandincr.
other" 3 and of rler techniq' e
urban environment.

The

e c

or ac ievin, this unione

tec~ique

was to develo

their own ability to utilize their own DO./ers.

14

0

in hUMans
In th

same

1,5

manner he ho-pes that "an improved organization and the sol
ution of the major problems will be easier to achieve once
the peo le have full,
life and enviro

realized the new features of t eir

ent.,,4

Jane Jacobs moves from

Gottmann's gigantic scale to discuss a people's ability
to
wor

_ owledge Gottmann deems necessary.

ain the

In this

of hers, Jane Jacobs maintains that a city has

diversit

and that this diversity is a miniature replica of

the dive sit

of the society itself.

"Livel

u

,

diverse,

intense cities contain the seeds of their own re eneration,
with energ,

enough to carryover for the problems and needs

outside themselves.",5

Planning for vitality requires Hork

b, , with and for the citizens.

Unslumming re uires that

"we mu t regard slum dwellers as
unders~a

which the

eople capable of

ding and acting upon their own self interests
certainly are.,,6

So far the method advocated by the trilog

is using

the human resources which are involved in any problem
to solve that problem.
this will be an adequate

The
a

uestion is whether or not
to combat

umford's graphic

but accurate picture of the "impotent metropolita

mass."

Idleness, n. A model farm where the devil experiments
with the seeds of'new sins and promotes the growth of
staple vices.
Ambrose Bierce, The Devilfs
Dictionary.

FOOT OTES - P_RT I - CE prER II
1 Go tt.rJann , p. 450.

2 .H. Danho , " ccolT.odation and Inte ration of Conflict,
and Cultures in a Newly Estab ished Co ,unity," merican
Journal of Sociolo~y, XLIX (July, 1943).
3Gottmann, p. 723.
4Ibid., p. 738.
5 Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American
Cities (New York: Random House, 1961}, p. 448.
6 Ib id ., p. 271.
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CRAFT R I l l
MORE

1ETHOD

The Exploding Metropolis has this advice to
offer:
Planners and architects have a vital contribution to
make, but the citizen has a more vital one. It is
his cit, after all; his job is not merely to sell
lans made by others, it is to get into the thic
of t e pIa ing job himqaf. l
And this would seem to be good advice, consistent
with

hat has alread

een

iscussed, for

architects and any other outsiders are
when those who are

art of the

A comprehensive

0

lanners,
ly to co tribute

roblem.are activated.

iece of work has been done

by Svend Riemer in his book The
the citizen's res onsibilit.

odern City i

evaluatin

Riemer reiterates the

argument:
Democr tic social planning is impossible ithout
citizen participation. The plan ing expert has to
pro ote his nlanning objectives successfull. so that
they will be acce ted and a roved of b the citizen~.
Not even the best ~lanner can derive a good plan
for the eo Ie without knowing~at the people want,
without havi g solicited some articulate exnression
of their references •••• To ensure full acceptance
of
pIa ing project, an to guarantee its survival
in the long run, the plan must stem from the people
themselves, the people should feel that they are
participants in the planning process. 2
There is of course the problem that the planner
and the city sometimes cannot wai t for the c1 tizens to

17

8

wake up, but an
carafull

initiative demonstrated by them must be

protected so as not to stifle spontaneous interest.

This howe:ver, \dll be dealt with in

l-ter sta:;;e of the

paper.
en Riemer, ma es the cOlThrent that "sociolo ists
encouraq

nei ,hbo hood plannin

because it is expected to

stren then in ormal means of social control" 3 he has
brou ht back on, of the earlier points, that of instillin
order into
of social

ottmann's Me ,alopolitan chaos.
or~anizatlon

will come up a,ain afte
p rticination.
of the com,mnit

This problem

and control is another point

~hich

an examination into citizen

It is citizen pa ticipati,n,

he neople

entering effectively into the plannin

proce s which is noH the focus of this paper.

FO TNOTES - PART I - CHAPTER III
lEditors of Fortune(ed.), Theloding
etropolis (Garden City: Doubleday Anchor Books,
Doubleday an Co. Inc., 1957), p. 167
2Sven Riemer, The Modern City (New York:
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1952) p. 371
3Ibid., p. 416
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CH PTER

IV

ENDS
Hopefull., citizen participation Nil
the ke

too

in"achievin cr Gottmann's

II

~e

eme

as

ovus Ordo Seclorum".l

In this new environment, he describes the people as
responsible for themselves.

They must manage to the best

of their abi ity the region and its prob ems.
zens fail to do this, i
to set in, then the

complacency and resi 0 nation were

reat

be jeopardized and balance
nother aim

iJegalopolit~n
0

our \-Jorld

experinent

ould

ight shift.

is to rna e obsol te those plans that

do not fit real situati ns lnd pl
existin

If the citi

institutions.

If citizens

s that i
~ho

ore or abuse

liv. in the situa

tion and are involved vith the institutions insti ate new
plans it is felt that such plans would come closer to what
is really needed.
people towards

Ultimately the objective is to

thinlin~

in terms of the realities

0

ientate

0

or anic life so that tLey will be able to establish social
control out of the disha mony and confl ct around them,
reco

nizin~

this disharLon

and conflict as part of any

natural or anic structure.
city could represent
izin
uman

the nat

II

ith such social control the

the maximum possibility of human

a1 environment . nd of natura1izin rr the

e itag;e." 2
20
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PART II.

PRACTICAL STUDIES

CHAPTER

I

HYPOTHESIS
A Community in the Andes, Problems and Progress
in Muquiyauyo by Richard N. Adams was written as an anth
ropological study.
as

However, it is only a matter of labels

hether to call it an anthropological or sociological

work.

Similar st dies of American life are called

sociological, but that is another question.

What is im

portant is that Adam's work holds two im ortant ideas far
this project.
1.

The problems that demand solution are defined in terms
of t e culture of the community and the experience
of its members. l

2.

Not onl will the problems be set but the solutions
selected will be shaped by the cUlt~e and
experience of the communit members.
Closely tied in with these two ideas are many

oints that are made by John Kinneman in his book The
Community. Kinneman presents the statement that "the
community is rare which does not have some folkwa s peculiar
to itself, these folkways in turn reI ted to other ins
titutions which go to make u
of co

unal life.,,3

commu it
and ask.

the characteristic pat ern

Kinneman feels that changes in a

sho Id co e only when the people are aware, act,
Organization then, is not impo ed on the people,
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it grows from t en and so will be in consistency

ith and

not exceed t e needs of the people.
At t is

oint it seems best to take careful note

of ex ctly what the "method" is that is being studied
in order to arrive at a theory.

This is very well explained

in C.H. Cooley's Human Nature and the Social Order.
Coole

is interested as is this paper in the type of social

control that will lead to man's well being.

The best

mthod of achieving this is for man to make a choice.
"Choice is a

rocess of gro\vth, progressive mental

organization through selection an
erials w ich life presents."4
which is a

u res

assimilation of the mat

Behind choice goes thought

onse to communication"5 and Ultimately the

recognition that i -eas constitrtB the self.
thought, choice, ideas, self knowledge.

Communication,

Here is a vital

sequence and the basis for the hypothesis of this paper:
"Urban Renewal stimulated by a source other than govern
mental will be more successful."

Behind the hypothesis

lies the thought that Urban Renewal resulting from
individual citizen's ac ions means that the citizen has
participrted in t e process of corrrraunication, thought,
choice, ideas and self knowledge, the whole of which ta es
lace most successfull

in small groups and that the

organization resulting from this
conditions necess

~

rocess will

for man's well-being.

rovide the

FO T

s - P .,T II - eR P

I

l Rich d N. dams,
Prob ems and Pro~res
of Washinaton Press,
2

Ibid., p. 2 O.

3 J • A • Kinneman, The Co~~un'ty in Americ n ociety
(New York: A
eton-Centur, -Crofts, Inc., 1947), p. 174.
4Ibid. ,

. 21 •

5 .R. oole"
Ru~an Nature
(New York:
harles cribner's

6 Ibid . , p. 20.
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CHAPTER
PA ISTA

II

TO PARK FOREST

It has ever to be remembered that great as ma be
the efforts made for the prosperity of the body
politic, yet the claims of the body politic are
nothing in themselves, and become something only
in so far as they embody the claims of its
comnonent individuals.
Herbert Spencer
"Sahib," he said, ftthe river is cutting awa
y
field, an I wish you'd come and look at it." We
wal ed through a green wheat field, span led with
yellow mustard blooms, to the brink of a raw cut
bank against which the current was pounding. Even
while we watched, another chunk fell into the gray
water.
"Look,ft I told him, "you see the gravel bar across
the river? You and your neighbors start 0
the 'ovm
stream side, an carry awa. boulders until you've cut
a channel right across the bar. Then the water will
flow in the channel and will stop cutting here. I!
(If it had been possible to stqy three days, I could
have enlisted all the Gircha men and completed the
job at onee.)
"That's fine ll! he said ha pily. flPlease ask the
Mir Sahib to or.der us to do it, and we ill.1!
ftWould the ..ir be angr- if you did this on your
own initiative?"
ftOh, not at all. It is merely our custom never
to do an thing unless the Mir ordersus."l
John Clark
exampl

ut dO\¥n the above conversation as an

of his efforts, in Hunza, a co

ry of the

Himala as just over the northern border of Pakistan, to
teach one comnunit

how to use its own resources.

26

He
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inten ed to create a working model of independe _ce for
other areas of Asia.

~fuen

he sto s to look back on his

ex eriences in Hunza he observes t_
iss tisfaction, creative co
res onsibility

t objectivi

,

idence, indivi ualit , and

re five fun'amental

rinci les necessary

for spiritual, intellectual and physical development.

He

found that the pea Ie he dealt with did not have all five
of these re uirements and he found that he could not give
them to the Hunza.

Rather, he concludes that lIiBre is but

one wa- to give i e , a d that is t rough the people
hold them. n2

Fro

his practical stud

ho

John Clark real

ized that t e natives of Hunza must be the ones to la
out

d guide their own progress, all he could do was

su ply the

inimum of education necessar

nd ideas to be implanted.

for the techni ues

Clark's met ad can be found

practically unchanged, in two recent books on modern
Urban Rene1al,
Rene al and

illsapaugh's The Human Side of Urban

mall Town Renaissance by Richard Posta

.3

The first of these books deserves a great deal of
attention because it is
to find arrlit

t~

contents are

aLly one of its t pe I wa
riceless for this thesis.

e of Urban Renewal describes the Urban
ro rams in
of the

able

everal cities and the Cal

rojects are worth noting.

ent

Rene~

made on each

The Baltimore Pilot

Program was a e of the first such rehabilitation pro rams
undertaken in the country and a

reat deal of valuable

1

28

29

in a

~

e

cases "wh rver attitudes

~ed by the

c

Noticin
that

ard experience

0

tere chanred t e
sol vin:-: real

we e

rob ems.
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this, t e Baltimore Pi ot Pro ram then discove
rticip. tion was t e

ray to reach the peo

d

it also

9,

established a nine point list of educational needs:
1. Elem ntary re din
phamphlets

2. How to pear
ow to

arithmeti~.

ere n ver full,

of the res den t

3.

and

could not
a

(The HOusin

Bureau's

effective, because so many
ead them.)

bud~et.

inance the Durchase

4. T e p ivile es and

0

a home.

s onsibilities of home

5. Ho' to nake sim.l

repairs and maintain th

6. How to secure an hone t

and

com~etent

0,

e ship.

h. e.

contractor.

7. Hov to ensure the ful illment of the contract.
8.

ei hborhood

or~anization.

9. How to deal with City Hall and t e nat re and location
of social

a~encies

and the Le al

New Orleans' first Urban

id Bureau.

enewal pro ram had similar

p oblems as those just d sc ibed in Baltinore.
Orl ans the sta t
levels
o tsid

cit.

0

0

Urban

~overn

In New

ene\i 1 came f.pom the top

. . .nt vith technical a si tance from

exp rts a d t e approval of the Eisen ower adm'n

istration.

This was

nique not be aus . . . of the

nei hbo hood

rass rots but

of icia do~.

The Ne

b9c~use 0

rna'or b

~c¥

of

kin~

Orleans pr j ct s owed little

rom
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in the way of positive results.

To remedy this thereccomm

enced fostering of the social organization of neighbor oods

.

where rehabilitation was being attempted and pro rams to
teach the resi ents how to help themselves, to
spend their money more wisely, and to

ake their influence

felt in city government, after all "you can't have be efits
ithout responsibility.,,5
When it c

e time to start another Urban Renewal

project in Baltimore the city used its
to good
fa

dvantage.
t Ro al;

0

revious experiences

The area needing Urban Renewal action
owever, the city refused to ap rove

lans until the three men who had asked for actio

in this

area secured the support of five hundred residents in an
Urban Renewal raIl.

This pressure the city could not

ig ore and Urban Renewal was
area.

for the

ount Ro al

Unli e the first Baltimore project, this one came

from the citizens.
members a
bec

p~omised

At one point there were six hundred

the were so willing to work and board meetin s

e so c owdea that it was decided to split up i to

subsec ions.

Also ten lawyers volunteered to ta e the

neighborhood's p rt in cases that re uired litigation.
The results in this area wer

action by an effective neigh

borhood group that was tackli g its own problems an

solv

ing the,.
Another of the cases recorded in this book is that
of Hyde Par

and

enwood of Chicago.

This is a most

remarlr able tale of Urban Renewal for t e number of citizens
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who participated and their great involvement.

Julia

Abrahamson and Julian Levi were the two organizers of the
area.

From a meeting in the Abrahamson apartment came

an organization of block groups under c ptains which

ade

much of its role as a self-st led "grass roots" organiza
tion.

It depended for

effectiven~ss

directly on:

local residents and property owners and their powers
throu h the democratic pracess. True to Julia Abrah
son's Qua er philosophy, its onl, club has been er
suasion. Confronted with a recalcitrant sl
owner,
rs. bra
son's a proach was. not "You had etter
reform." It was: "How can we share this problem?,,6
Li ewise, Levi's ap ro ch to the government
offic Is went as follows:
This i
a neighborhood project th t the residents
are willin to undertake themselves. We aren't look
ing for h ndouts.
All we want is the aut orization
to go out and do a job.7
Because of Julia Abrahamson's organization of the
citizens and Levi's insistence on citizen sup ort as
half of the battle in Urban Renewal, Hyde Park was
approve

by the ma or's office as a

area to be renewed.

The oth r Chicago area noted for remar able
citizen
hoo •·8
i

over

articipation is the Back of the Yards
a or Dale

eighbor

rem rked that "we acco plish very littl

ent unless we have what

ou have in Back of the

Yards - active citizen participation, a binding to e her
of t e forces of th
ization set u

communit

to do good." 9

in this area by Saul D. Alins

The org n
h d
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objectives so broad that they have been described as
a revitalization of democrac.
learned by

eople coming to

This self- overnment was

ri s over real

learn real answers, as was the case in
H de Park.

ro lems to

ount Ro. al and

Now instead of being mani ulated by the

political machine, Back of the Yards commands respectful
attention from the administration.

Here in Chica

0

Urb n Renewal has gone further than peeling paint and
rickit

stairs into the self interest of the peo Ie.
The total impact of The Human Side of Urban Renewal

is twofold.

First, there are pointers about Urba

such as the necessit

Renewal

for citizen organization and

particip tion, education and a fact not mentioned before
that where there are more homeowners there will be more
interest and coo eration.

The seco d contribution

of this book is to point out Urban Reneial's si-e
effect of

emocratic action, all of which sounds similar

to Cooley's process of thought, choice,

rowth, self

knowledge.
Unexpected as it may be the same type of
behavion as the above examples show is fou d in Park
Forest, Illinois, the co

_unity made notorious by

Organization Man. Park Forest is a typical

egalopolis

haven. Those who live here follow the Social Ethic of
group "creativityll, belongingness, and belief in scie ce
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to achieve the "belongingness".

Yet when Klutznick, the

develo er of Park Forest gave free land to the
church

ites with the un erstanding the

eo 1

for

were the ones who

wer· to decide what denominations would be established,
a "grass-roots" fight was made by a great number of the
younger people living in Park

orest for one non

denominational church to be built, that would encourage
the members to keep their original affiliations and that
would be able to pa

decent salary t.o one mini ter.

in the end this "grass-roots" action grou
a ted.

I deed, this is a far cr

And

got what it

from the Hunza farmer

who just fatched as his land fell aw y.
ummary • • • Studies such as the ones discu sed
above firmly sup ort the necessity not onl

of citizen

participation in Urban Renewal but also of citizens as
the original stimulus to

co~~unity

action.

The next part

of this p per was undertaken as a research

rogram to see

if cities in the United States were aware of the importance
of citizen involvement which the above descriptions hold
to be vital.

FOOT

OT~'

- P

1

John Clark, Hunza
195 ), P . 98-99.

T II - CH-prER II
(New York:

Funk and

Ja~na11s

0.,

2Ibid., p. 269.
3This book is dea t
4Martin Mi
ide of Urban
19 ), p. 4.

vith in Part IV, Chapter IV.
and
(Ne

urn y Breckenfie1d, The Human
York:
Ives "/ashbllrn Inc.,.

5 Ibid ., p. 175.
Ibid., p. 97.
7 IQ.id., p. 97.
8 au

D. A1insk , 'tommuni ty na1, s is and Or anization,
merican Journal 0
0 io 0 y, LVI ( ay, 1941), 77 •
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II

PART I I I - RESEARCH INTO
RE: CITIZ

ERICA

CITIE

PARTICIP TION

eH PT.w

I

I

i:

he cities u e

in t is

tud

to

i cov r

xtbnt of citizen participation as it actu lly
in the Un1.'ted

t a te s t 0 d ay are t h
' .
e clt1.eS

the

o s on
gave ade

~hich

quate ne lies to the second letter sent out requestinq such
in ormat1.·on. l
stand

I
nex
t 'l.n t end t

present the cities as the

0

or against citizen participation and show that

0

the cities which have or encoura e citizen participation are
a so better cities in other

~a

owever, one important

s.

oint is to be noted at this ti~e,
Federal aid ~la. s in the Urban

~overnment

uali y

But to
ment

enewal process.

ers t~ ee for ever

0

T e question no

pres nt evidence

participation a
in that city.

it

i

ars. 2

one of a city's do

part ic ipa t ion, amonn- other thin s,
fI

The

or this financi 1 aid the Feder 1

equires t at the cit

. Prop:ram.

nd this is the part

0

vern-

citizen

n a "Workable

whether or not

.h t citizen

clai s on paper can be found at work

Be~rin, this in mind I did not consider

information from copies of "Vorkable ProCTrams II
of citizen participation.

Instead, having eliminated

"'Jorkable Pro rams", t'rJ.e main sources for my jud
been personal letters I

as evidence

eceive
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and cit

,em~nts have

ublicat ons. 3
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In cert in cities there were discre ancies between the
sources which led me to clas ify the city in the
"negative" category, whereas if I had ta en the "Workable
Program" into consideration my decision would have been
different and I believe false.
ci ies which pull this t
financial aid.

It is onl

Now, onl

a word about

e of double-dealing to get
the cit

which is hurt by foster

ing Urban Renewal without actual citizen participation.
Such a cit

will suffeD from disorganization because it

affords its Megalo olitan brood no opportunity to learn
how to change and co trol themselves.
In the next chapter are the cities classified
according to the mnount of citizen participatio
connected

ith their Urban Renewal programs. Also in

the following chapter are the statistics used to
investigate the rela.tionship between "good" cities
re: ci ti zen participation and "good" cities in general.

FO TNOT S - P

TIll - CH'P E

I

1 See Introduction, p • 3-4.
2 ee

ppendix C, Pp. 104-106.

ee Socio 0
Pi es, Lovejoy Buildin"
" at rville, Maine.
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Co by Co

le~e,

CHAPTER
CLAS I IC

IO S

II
JD STATISTICS

1. Cities where Urban Renewal did not start until Federal
Aid wa

ble.

Albu uer ue, ew Me ico
Au tin, Texa
Cumberland, ar 1 d
Portland, _aine
Trenton, New Jerse
ichita, Kansas
Generall
c

s eaking the dependence on Federal Aid

be accounted for by two factors.

1

Austin are the two cities which have the
of growth of

11 those cities classified.

Albu uerque a d
~ighest

r tes

Respectively

their populations have grown 107% and 20% since 1950.
2)

As for the other cities they are in areas which have

all had considerable

revious contact with Federal Aid

and so might have formed the habit. Also, with the
exce tion of Wichita, all are

art of Megalopolis.

However, the corres ondence I received from these cities
made no positive comments on citizen participation and I
feel th t the real_'rea on for Urban Renewal s dependence
on Federal Aid in these cities is a defidenc

of self-

reliance with neither recognition nor supplementation of
this need by the city officals.
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2. Citie

where Urban Renewal has been initi ted by the

local government.
Baltimore, _ aryland
Bangor,
aine
Boston, _assachusetts
Denver, Colorado
Fort Worth, Texas
Grand Ra ids, ichigan
Indiana olis, Indiana
Lexi gto , Kentucky
ilwaukee , Wisconson
Toledo, Ohio
Wilmin ton, Delaware
Woonsocket, Rhode Island'
In

ca~es

where local government has taken the

initial steps be it an active Mayor as in Baltimore and
ilwaukee~

or the planning board as in Bangor or citizen

committees set up by the

aoor, such cities find their

programs hampered because of lack of citizen su port
and are forced to foster spontaneous citizen partici ation.
Bangor is a city faced with that
CTION, a non-profit organi z

roblem. Ban or called in

ion from

makes investi ations and tells citizens
are in their cities.

ew York City which
hat the pro lems

Now Bangor is faced with rousing

of citizens who have taken

the enthusiai

0

part in

revious plans, who are not interested in long technical
re ort , and

~ho

can only be reached if the

become inter

ested by investigating their communit 's problems
them elves.

ACTION's survey and recommendations must be

set asi e until the "grass-roots" get SOlUe practical

now-

ledge of conditions in Bangor. At tre present time much
interest is being aroused by the demolition of an old
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covered bridge.

It is from small beginnings such as this
I

that citizen partici ation on a larger scale can be
develo ed a d wisely the cit

is leaving the preservation

of this bridge up to the citizens.
In some of these cities like Bangor the nee
for citizen interest am cooperation was known and
encourage • But eve

u der such circums ances too much

guidance or improper gUidance would be enough to stifle any
spontaneity and extreme caution would have had to been used.
_il]auk~e·

and Boston and Grand Rapids are all cities where

such care has been taken and consequentl

have ver

active

Urban Renewal.
To me, the ke to successful urban renewal effort is
a dedic tion by the public at lar e and the local
olitician .•••
In the fin 1 anal sis, an
ro'ect
requested by private interests is bound to have more
acceptance and hence more chance of success. l
If cities are not fortunate enough to have citizens
provide the original stimulus then the a proach of
Boston, and Grand Ra ids is the next best thing.

ilvJaukee;,
The result

hould be active Urban Renewal which while lacking adequac,
i

t e be innin

beco e familiar
themselve~not

3. Cities

st ges will g in it as the citizens
it

the idea of

self-co~trol

coming fro

i posed upon them.

here Citizens were either the sti ulus or main

force bahi d Urban Renewal.
Cleveland, Ohio
innea olis,Mi esota
Pittsburgh, Penns,lvania
Rutland, Ve ont
Tacoma, Washi gton
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I

these cities citizen involve ent has been

overwhelming and successful.

inneapolis has this to sa

Good lanning activity or good renewal activity·
onl comes if it is stimulated and su ported by
citizen groups ••• each of the projects that is
underway in the Cit of inne olis has come into being
because of the strong urgin of citizen groups.2
Correspondence from Pittsburgh attributes the
stimulus to citlze

leaders of the

to say that without actual

co~

unity but goes on

ass sup ort the leaders could

not have been so successful and pinpoints "cooperation"
as the key tool no matter what.

Rutland, Vermont's Urban

Renewal has been u dertaken by the communit
ers for two hundred years.

d it, Ie d

Now when projects which are

brought to the local government's attention are too large
for an.

one indivi 'ual or group of

Aid is asked for.

individual~,

Federal

Here again cooperation is indicated.

Likewise in Tacoma, where citizen support and partici ation
is considered the only way to real success of a renewal
program, there is a stro g feeling that it is the local
government's chore to foster citizen intere t.
et a

I

did not

personal correspondence telling me of Cleveland's

views on this topic but the:nEtterials the

sent

e a d

the comments other cities made indic te that Cleveland has
one of the most active bodies of citizens of any cit •
The citizens have been busy like this for so lon
it i
has

now that

second nature for them to keep up the work that
een done and because Urban Renewal in this cit

is

3

the acce ted thing it only takes a
the cit

minimlli~

of work by

officals to im lant Urban Renewal in a need

area that

oes not bring forth its own program.

Interestin I
exce tion

0

enough~

Rutland-have been

all these cities with the
n~ed

"All-America Cit"

b

a Look magazine panel.

4.

Cities where cooperation between citizens, civic

government and Federal Government is considered necessary
for Urban Renewal.
is mentio ed

~t

In the e cities citizen participation

not emphasized as highl

as it is in the

receeding categor •
Augusta, .aine
Austin, Texas
Bakersfield, California
Boston, .assachusetts
Flint,
ichigan
Grand Junctio , Colorado
Gran Ra i
, 1ichigan
Indianapolis, Indiana
Joplin,
issouri
M nchester, New Ham shire
lilwaukee~; Wisconsin
New Haven, Con eticut
New Orleans, Louisiana
Philadelphia, Penns lvania
Providence, Rhode Island
Pueblo, Colorado
San Antonio, Texas
San Diego,California
Syracus e, New York
Tacoma, Washington
Tuscon, Ariuona 
eeling, West Vir inia
Wichita, Kansas
WiLmi gton, Delaware
While stimuli in these cities have been varied,
all a ree that for Urban Renewal to be

effectiv~citizen
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participation is nece sary.

Pueblo, Colorado wrote to

me that citizen stimulus might not be a good thing at the
beginning because citizens are orten emotional about the
proce

an

ignorant of the things which mu t be done.

In Pueblo t e citizens
bond

is~ue

th t

Rene rl project.

oul

ad voted do

a mill'on dollar

have financed Pueblo's rirst Urba

Even so the

felt that when it came

to evaluating and understandi g Urban

en

izen h d responsibilities and that no large
project such as Urban

overnmental

ene\Tal can or should succeed unless

it h s both citizen

derstanding or su

the

ichigan said that regardless of

e vei

Flint,

ort.

In much

the ori inal stimulus, citizen su -ort woul
for

sue essful progr

be

ec s ar

Phila elp ia said much the

about uitizen partici ation but emphasized the
a d

egree of interaction wnich occurs as a follow-up to

Thi

t e

sa~e

ature

the original stimulus no matter where it come

akin

ci~

al t at the

c te ory of ci tie s in m

a mistake similar to t e on
timuius was local government.

opi io

m de b

from.
is

cities where

In stressin

coordina

tion a d cooper tion of all partaking in an Urba

Renelal

pro'ect the

ot going

to j

overlook the ract that citizens are

p into a fully developed

rogram.

An.

or folIo er, who did so woul' be lost in a
nicalities.

'rhe only wa.

with rew exce tion , i

citize , leader
aze of tech

citizens will coramitt themselves,

ir they are in on the beginnings
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of things

here the,

c n bring attention to

roblems

which bot.er t em.

5.

There i

another category of cities, those were there

is confusion.
information.
co fusion.

These
Chattan

~re

cities w ich sene conflicting

a is the best example of this

Here coordinatiofl or cooperation is impos

sible because there is no agreement within the cit

on

who should coordinate or cooperate what. When it came
to classifying citie

of this type I took the most

recent

the most polished piece of

ublication

~

literature.
In order to test the reliabilit
classific tion of ci ies I decided to tr
statistical correlation between m

of m
and

al
0

tain a

list of "good" cities

according to amount of citizen participation an

ot er well

known, established and accepted criteria. I first com iled
the following list of cities.

(Those cities at the top

are those having most citizen participation, while tho e
at the

ottom have least citizen participation.)'

Cleveland
inneapolis
Pittsburgh
Rutland
Tacoma
Phila elphia
S racuse
Providence
Flint
illvaulkee
Fort Worth
Grand Rapids
Boston
Baker"'field

(Citizen Participation continuum cont:nued.)
Augusta
New Haven
NetoJ' Orleans
an Diego
Wheeling
Grand Junctio
Manchester
Sa Antonio
Tuscon
Baltimore
Bangor
Wilmington
Denver
Lexington
Joplin
Indianapolis
Toledo
Woonsocket
Pueblo
Chattanooga
Albuquerque
Wichita
Portland
Cumberla d
Trenton
To this personal continuum I made correlations
with the following criteria.
1.

Crime Index from Crime, Suicide and Social Well-Being

In Your Cit

and State by Austin I. Porterfield.

2. Moral Integration figures from

oral Integration of

American Cities by Robert Cooley An'ell.

3. Rates of Growth from the Rand

4.

Value

c ally Atlas

edian of homes from the United States Census,19~
The results using the rank difference

ethod 3

showed a persistent tendency'which allows me to conclude
that my co tinuum is fairly accurate and that consequentl
a city which has high degree of citizen participation
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will also have good social organization as in icated
by crime rates, moral integration, rates of growth and

the value median ofJDmes. These cities will qualif,
part of the

n

as

ovus Ordo Seclorum" while tho e cities whd.ch

h ve low citizen participation will also have poor social
organization and fit in with the standard concept of
egalopolis.
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1 ee Person 1
io orr, Files, Loveio
l~ ine.

] e,

2 Ibid •
3 ee

ppendix D pp. 1 7-110.
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eH PTER
REVISI G TH

III

HYPOTHESIS

After this work was done I felt that my hy othesis
would have to be altered.
came out in

The field research I had done

u Dort of citizen partici ation as a vital

part of Urban Renewal but not necessaril

as the stimulus.

It would seem that citizens were valuable not
beginnin

of Urban Renewal where the

bring atte tion to the problem
ell as wor

1

0

at the

can learn of and

which bother them as

with the city to handle them, but that

citizens can also contribute to Urban Renewal in later
stages if the ci

rovides them with techniques they missed

ic ing up because they did not have the opportunit

before

to learn by doing.
The information I had gathered when added to the
research I had done as presented in Part rrr,Chap,ter II,
led me to believe that while it was preferable if citize s
were the stimulus, in practical situations most citizens
are too "busy ", to 0 caught u
do so.

in Legalopoli ta

living to

Since emphasis has not been placed u on

originalit
on conformit

or

elf-sufficency in

egalopolis

but rather

and de endence, spontaneity is rare a d
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citizen

articipation in the majority of Urban Renewal

projects woul

have to be encouraged.

In'the light of

this infor ation my h pothesis was changed to:
If Urban Renewal is to be successful there must be
citizen involvement.
But what intrigued me was the fact that although
citizen

articipation

w~s

sometimes a very difficult and

delicate process to start it had to be done.

Why?

Surel , trained planners and officals backed by Federal
money could

0

a quicker and more professional job in

any Urban Renew 1

roject.

com ete ce seems vali

This point of technical

enough; however, the crux of the

matter lies in the simple fact that
executed Urban Renewal project unles

hat good i

a perfectly

it en ances not onl

the ph sical environment but also the social elan vital~
What good would Urban Renewal be if it destro ed the
"slum" wa.
life?

of life only to replace it with an automated

The best way to avoid such pitf lIs is to discover

what people feel is a better way of life and what they
can contribute to it.

Then if they lack some of t e

pertinent knowledge and skills, aid them to develop these.
I felt that bringing forth from a peo le
the

had to contribute could best be done

of th

mall group.

substantiate m

If I could fin

hat

ithin the context

material to

belief in the productivit

of t e small

group other than rhat I had come across in clreses)it
seemed that I would have an ex lanation for the new
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hypothesis m

field research had led to. TIle following

material will attempt to illustrate the small group
and the contribution it can make to Urban Renewal an
the defeat of

egalo olis.

PART

IV - PRO UC IVITY OF

ALL GROUPS

CHAPTER

I

PRODUCTION AND PRODUCTS
First of all it would be useful to define a
small group for those readers not familiar
sociological concept.

~vith

this

Robert F. Bales in his classic

work, Interaction Process Analysis, on this subject
define

the small group and the following are his words.

A
all group is define as any number of persons
engaged in interaction with each ot er in a sin Ie
face-to-face meeting or a series of such meetings,
in hich each member receives some impression or
perce tion of each other member distinct e~o gh so
th
he can, either at the time or in 1 ter
uestloning, give some reaction to each of the others
as an individual erson, even though it be onl to
recall that the other was present. I
We here are concerned with wh
,groups and what
e

0

the,

people join small

do once they are in one.

The best

lanation of a small group's existence is that:
a) the grou it elf is the object of the need.
b) bein in the group is the mean~ for satisf in
needs l'ing outside tne group.~
Thi

me n

that when the group itself is the object

of the need, the emphasis is one of attraction betfeen the
eople in the group;

and when one joins a grou

satisfy needs outside of the
offical goals of the grou.
group is capable of producin
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to

roup, these needs are the
But any satisfactory small
s tisf ctio

for both
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needs, the one of relationships as well as that of
achiev ments.

But before a small group can satisf

of these needs the group and its
necessar

either

embers must Ie rn the

techniques involved. Before going into the "s t

isf ction produc s" of relationships and achieve ents,
it is advisable to stop at this poi t and look into the
techni ues.
A small grou
productivit

i

faced with the fact that its

"de ends u on the number of diversifud

abilities and needs that can be integrated into a
unified endeavor. ,,3

organized,

Inorder to attain this "diversi t

\.-/i t in

unity" the group l~arns to establish a morale so that the
necessar

diviaion of labor will not lead to needs and

satisfactions that are not part of this particular saIl
group's scheme.

The morale of a successful group will

involve a leade

who is flexible to the operation

group, mostly trying to gUide and sup ly necessar
mation, onl

of the
infor

making decisions and acting authoritativel

when the grou
1 ces em hasi

is unafule to fend for itself.

The morale

on the physical and emotional well-bein

of the members or on t e group's purposes or on both, but
it

ill al ays make each individual feel he belongs, and

shares in the group.

In this way each individual will

contribute to the group whatever he produces from the
t sk

ssigned him through the divisio

of labor bec u e

the group is meaningful·to him an- he wishes to have it
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continue to satisfy his needs.
brings into the grou

However, what one individual

cannot contribute to the grou

unless it is communicated to the other members and so
communication is a necessary technique.
communication take
This is a ver

This

lace easier when the morale is high.

simple i eal type scheme, of the division

of I bor integrated b.

communication based on morale

with a benevolent leader looking over it all, which can
serve as a guide and reference if a closer look at these
tech i ues becomes confusing.
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CHAPTER
PRODUCTION

II

TECHNIQL~S

A small group if it is to be functional learns
to evaluate, decide, communicate, reintegrate, co trol
and reduce tension.

These techniques are best performed

when a member "gives opinion, evaluation, analysis, expresses
feeling, wish;

ives orientation, information, re eats,

clarifies, confirms; and asks for orientation, i for ation;
repetition, confirmation. nl

The techniques are less

adequately performed when a member "shows solidarit ,
raises other's status, gives help, reward; sho s tension
release,

iokes, laughs, s- ows satisfaction;

agrees, shows

passive acce tance, understands, concurs, complies;
and gives suggestion, direction, implying autonomy for
ot ers."2

And the techni ues are poorl

handled when

a member "as s for opinion, evaluation, analysi ,
ex ressio

of feelin ; asks for suggestio , directio ,

os ible wa s of action; disagrees, shows passive
rejection, formalit"

withholds help; shows te sion, asks

for hel , withdraws out of field; a

sows antagoni m,

deflates other's status, defends or asserts self."3
But note that this is a small group continuum, that
is, small groups can act badly as in the second and third
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performances of the production techni ues.
interested in and will be discussing is the

What I am
lall group

Ius the ri ht techniques and right performance, the small
group which does

ot just interact, for interaction can

be positive or ne ative, but the group that cooperates
during its interaction.

When an individual performs

these techniques he will necessaril- be in a small group
and entering into relationships with the members of the
group a

well as

elping to achieve the grou 's

. Ithou

it has not been discussed at great len th before)

it is t e deprivation of suc

relations ips

oal •

d t e

absence of such a goal that char cterizes the anxiet
alopolitan

of Meg

an. But if an individual participates i

a smml

roup then he will not h ve this anxiet , it will be
decreased at least, if not relieved.
extent will he use classical

Iso to a Ie

efense mechanis s.

er
No

longer or to ales er extent will he rationalize, isolate
himself, feel dis laced, suffer from fixation and
repres ion, be forced into reinforci g
les~en

a ot er, or start

associatio

rojecting.

0

e anxiet

to

Inste d, small

roup

will crncentrate attention on "confor it , al

ienation and creativity.,,4
Ho
ho

to

to achieve confo

e sen

it

that unite

not sterilizes,

lien ti n but not to the poi_t that individ

ualitv suffers,

nd how to release creative energies lyin

latent in m n.

All of which are done during the functional
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operations of a small

roup as it t rns its attention to

satis ying needs by the techniques which produce a

co~non

s stem of "value orientations" 5 (Italics mine) or
patte ns of

commitm~nt.

-The resuilit of small

r u

tech

niques is cOmMitment to common systems of moral consensus
from which come self-control and purposeful action.
In th s wa
in its

a small

inte~ration

from itself a mecca

r up establishes for itgi
around a
0

t this point it
how these small

stand~rd

ner~y,

and aives to itself

security and meaninq.

vorld be appropriate to see

roups' tec

related to citizen

an authority

iques and products are

art"cipation in Urban R newal.

brief but adequate relation can be seen when it is realized
that citizen participation is most w nted because it
brin s better so utions to the problems t at ar
pressin~, more en r~y to do the work,

because the action undertaken
of the Urban

most

and lastin a results

as meanin.

But the p oduct

enewal pro~ram would not exist if the citizen

did not participate in small group interaction.

o
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3 Ibid •
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Pr e s s , 1952 ), p. 20.

dwar d Shils, Toward a
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III

PT rt

P ODUCT
Te~

010
the knack 0 so arran in
that ie don't hav to experience it.

t' e world

ax Frisch
Har errs a~azine
April 1962

p~vsic9.1

"';0'

Is

0_

tizenship'l so that a -roo ~ i

to c_oose and reinforc
means " s tablization a
nterac tion. 112
important, fo
ork on an

one standard set of

his duality of an

smal

ac ievement

0

become the

oal of t

the

r

jec

uroup

s verv
or ed to

more im ortant than the

.oal and thes

The class c stud

' ieh

can co.ne to val.le the

oup a

~

arms

e a ~roup

vhat started out to

rban Ren""" 1

a iented

can be achieved throu~h

expectati n

relat ons formed in t~e

.::>treet

achiev

• a e=n~nts -but also the" reach a I'con

i

sensus of loea

,

do peonl

1

In

relations in turn mi~ht

oup.
Jh te

id in 1937 of t' e Norton

an·3 led hi . to concl de t'-:1at the re ation hips

enerated by interaction in t e s
its nex s.
definite.

11

rou

These relat'onships deter ined
be arne -oals the

in t~o Balti:nore Plan "hen it

elves.

Thi

'as fou.Y1

~an~

he

'ere
oals and

also ha,

ened

hat:

rehabilitation produced some qratif.Tin~ chan1 es in
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the ttitudes of the people who lived i
slum
housin. Frustration was replace with ho e, nd
lassitude with determination. At first, these
attitu e cha ges were regarded as b -products of the
physical improvement. But graduall there rewa
feeling th~t thi sort of change might be more
important than rehabilitation itself.4
Such results or by-products from tle actual process
of Urban Renewal is one source restoring grassroots vitality.
People who have mastered their physical e vironment
can turn their attention to the fUlrillment or
their cultural an spiritual need. And in mastering
their environment through neighborhood morale and
reha ilitation, they may iscover for themselves
a new pattern of demograc - a atter for
,tomorrow's Urban age./
So the process a small group goes through to
achieve its goals and satisf

ce~tain

conformit , soli arity and continuit

social needs for
means that men

are learning Lester Ward's "social telesis", that i

to

handle social phenomena by communication, coo eration and
control.

And the ver

possession of these skills of

communication, cooperation and control means men must
be thinking a certain way, must be sensitive to all its
members'

0

inions, mu t be in harmon

because it has a common morale s
mor I

and able to compromise

te:rp., all of

~-lhich

means

umbness is no longer able to pI gue any member.

eanin ful relationships and achieved goal
egalo olitan Man.

banish

In small grou s he learns to feel a

home in small units, the h

an scale which he can handle

is all he is asked to handle, he learns that all this is
due to achieving material goals of the small group, but
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even more important to the social side effects of
small grou s as the

embers interact.

And it is these

products of'social effects coming from small group tech
ni ues which enable man to control social relations, all of
which is a far cry from the paral zed Megalopolita

Man.

To bring to life small group production techniques and
social products I am going to devote the following chapter
to an actual exam Ie of these concepts.
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CHAPTER
ONTANA
In

·RSUS

IV
EGALOPO IS

1943 Ernest O. Melby became chancellor of the

University of

ontana and brought with him the idea that

it was necessary to improve the quality of living in
this democracy if it were to stand up against the collect
ivism and Communism of Russia. To pursue this idea he ob
tained a grant from the Rockerfeller found tion

nd the

sup ort of Baker Brownell, professor of philosophy at North
western Universit.

Brownell felt that American democracy

is strongest when people meet each other as neighbors, where
they have a sense of belonging, and a feeling of personal
responsibility toward each other, and that the small
communities of Montana could foster t e e three co ditions
with a bit of

roper guidance.

a Northwestern Universit
b

Brownell, and Paul 1eadows,

sociologist, later to be replaced

Bert Hansen, a specialist in community drama, and Jose h

Kinse

Howard, a man who staunchly and forcefully fought

against the monopolistic., Anaconda Copper and
Power, economics of Montana, were t e onl
what was to be called the
two men were onl

~ontana

staff behind

ontana Study, and

~he

latter

working half time.

Brownell took over Melby's idea an
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developed it
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to do three things.
1. Get the universit

off the cam us.

2. Raise the material standard of living in the

ontana

communities.

3. Raise the s iritual standar

of living in the

_ontana

communities.

By these means the

ontana Study hope

to revive small

communities so that people would stay in them, create
their own culture and stabilit , and contribute to
democrac<

da

in America.

to da

The core idea was to tr

and see if

activities could be more meaningful but

it was not a case of the teacher standing up in front
telling students l~hat the should think and what the
should do, but was to be the work of people part
icipating with one another, studying and discussin~
their own communit with a view toward improvement~l
As so n as the Rockerfeller grant came tough on
April 28, 19411, the three men started on some intensive
travel~ing

trough Montan

which produced a guide for the

basis of a ten week study program in community analvsis,
setting forth the idea that communit
frank and frien 1
the best wa
Bro

study groups with

discussion by the people themselves is

to get at communit

ell also set forth a strict

proble s.
olic

At thi

oint

which was never

violated, that the Montana StUdy would· never go into a
communit

to organize a stud

group without first bei

invited.

And invited they·were to Lonepine,

ontana.
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Lonepine was an open farm communit
ninet

of about

families scattered over forty miles of a broad

isolated valley in the

mounta~nous

country northwest of

i

issoula.
b

It was here that this unique program of ed cation
i~elf

study and research by the communit

to learn the

various aspects of its own life vias started.

What the

results would be were uncertain, perhaps new sources of
income, town beautification, adult hobby grou s, solution
to specific local problems such a

juvenile del in uency

or a richer and more enjoyable communit

life which would

create a greater local pri e, make for an enlightened
attitude of mind

nd give each local citizen the reco nition

and feeling of per onal -ignit
re entitle.

to

hich all human beings

But what was certain was that Lonepine was

losing its youths_ to distant cities, that people were
shopping and finding recreation elsewhere, a d s wealth
an

people were flowing out of Lonepine,people were

beginnin

to 10 e their communit

contentment."

All t i

was happening despite Lonepine's

rich background of communit
of hardships and hopes.

spirit and "simple

feeling

co~ing

frow a shsri

Lonepine people were so closely

tied together th t they ha

a

com~unity

Thanks

vin

dinner

every year and each spring they all turned out to clean up
the communit
big problems:

cenetery.

Lone_ine had already licked its

irrigation had been

from the government an

fou~

mortgages ha

t for and won

been

ai.

But
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what was left was not enou, h to hold the communit

her for the Thanks ivin

dinner and a terwards the

citizens . ...,ked Brownell to '1ork
1945, the first

meetin~

the schoolhouse.

there

co~~unit.

Brownell w' s invited to Lonenina by the
pre

to

i th them.

In Januar. ,

of forty people took place in

Brownell told them of tr.. e purpose of the

study to stren_.then democracy and explained the ten week
study

~uide,

hich had already been prepared.

to elect a chairman

The idea was

who would appoint a discussion leader

and question-committees to make advance preparation for the
q~estions

asked in the next section of the study

a secretar

who would keep notes of

~he

~uide,

meetings.

and

Besides

these questions, intended to help analyze the various
phases of

CQ

lunit

life, the study

research problems which called for

uide contained four
ter~orar.

research

com °ttees to be appointed once every two weeks,
even

to vather

ore facts and information about the community.

people of Lonepmne liked this approach and

plun~ed

The

into

it with zest.
The study _roup,

usin~

Brownell's Juide found out

about the kind of people that lived in Montana, their
ethnic back~rounds, reli ions, education, size of families,
rural and urban population, per capita income and vot ng
habits.

They then compared Lonepine to the -:;uide's "norMal"

community and saN that th3Y were about avera e.
talked

bout the chan es in Lonepine an

ho

They t en

to make
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farming more attr ctive to young peo Ie.
accor ing to the guide was to
of the Lo e ine commpnity
fasci ating.

From

The next step

repare several histories

hich turned out to be very

ere on the stud

group worke' hard and

fast to answer the following questions.
How man families do we have? What is the average
n ber of children per famil? Com are modern families
with those of our grandparents. How man single eople
do we have by sex and how man in the v rious age
grou s? How man familie have been here ten ears
or more? How man of our fam'li~ were started here?
List all the eo Ie who have left our community
wi hin the la t three . ears to sta. Tabulate the
reasons for ,their leaving.
What proportion of the goods and services used i
Lonepine are prQduced here? Consider eroceries, clotr
ing, butc ering, mechanical work, entertainment.
umerate practical ways to increase local roduction
for loc al use. 'IJh8..t" about goods produced for
consumption in thanome itself?
Prepare a table showing all our differen~, 10rk
activitie at different times of t' e year. Consider
both wor in the fields and work in the ho e.
What opportunities for earning a liVing do we have to
offer our ~oung men? What new small industries could
be profitably started in Lone,ine?
Wha tare
culture?

seasonal ac ti vi ties in recreation and
How could these activities be increased?

OU1'

To what ex ent is our school linked ith our co uniW
in
effoc-t to raise the level of education and
cultunal life for all our peo Ie? How about the
church in this res ect?2
These were onl

a few of the questions studied. 3

At the end of the tenth week the

had carefull

learned of

the social, econo ie, and recreational problems that
could ma e life in their communit

either empt'

or

abundant and they themselves felt their attitude had changtl.
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improved; people are returning and

oung people

re becom

ing interested in the commun ty.
In the other

ontana towns where this method wa

used the same high de ree of success
Montana Stud

as achieved. The

continued till July 19, 1947, at which time

the State Kegislature refused to give any more aid to the
program.

But despite this political opposition, Brownell's

o tana Study stands as a huge success.

Not

0

ly did these
al~

small communities achieve material obOectives but the
created a new morale, a new ty e of emotional enviro

ent

for themselves, which fostered social responsibility.
They had experienced t e thrill of seeing action grow
from their aspirations.
By the democratic process
of people it conflicting opinion sitting down to
gether to study life in'their ow communit, they
had become better Americans - more tolerant, ore
understanding.
They had learned ow to free them
selves from emotional prejudices that grow from
political controvers-. And t e r had given proof to
Baker Brownell's belief ~hat a sm 11 communit can,
b self-anal sis, lift itself to fuller, happier livllg,
wit out
presence of expert leaders from the
outside.

lhe

This seems to be a good

t~me"_

the general problem of Urban Renewal.
e otional results of the
correctl
rou

of

communit
stud

ontana Stud

to refer back to
Th~

material a

are the same as any

operating small group will produce, be thi
ci~izens

from a

a

_ontana town or citizens from a

or neighborhood within a large cit.

Bro

ell's

demon trates that:
if the citize s sit down to ether once each week
around a common table to study andobjective y anal ze
the past, present, an future of t eir community, out
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of this ro D process they will discover their local
problems, the C1uses and reasons behind them and
the means b which they may be solved. 7
'
ction comes after study, so it will be
action.

intelli~ent

This enli htened action enables t1.em to retain

their democracy if the

choose to do so, or at least to

have social control over technolo _.y as they now
nowled~e

have the

of the direction in vhich

t~ey

vant

their material an~ emotional environn~nt to develo.

Instead

of people becomln ~ "creatures of technolo:rical function"8
as hapnens in

lontana and 1Jegalopolis ,Ihen morale becomes

low and nothin~ is left except technolo
if they Darticipate in small

,they will,

roup interaction become

"balan ed personalities capable of usin 7 all our reSOlrces
an

of ener

weal th without bein"" de noralized b,r them. "9

Mumford feels "we :l.ave shirked trying to live ,Jell
in a r

7ime devoted to the production of TNT and tooth

brushes, as a r su t

.e have failed to act cre tivel.

u on

the environment" and so we leave ~10rtt na and '.0 to
1e alopolis to substitue a job for li~e.

The end product

bein

None of this

Hecman kelville1s "snivelization."

need hap en if the products of small
utilized.

~roup interaction are

Instead men will be mor~ li ely to realize their

own e~otional state depends upon the morale of their 10
calit

and'perhaps ulti~ately on the univennl morale.
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The fuontana Study substantiates the idea that the

roup and

individual influence each other or enter into an
exchan~e,

the

~roup

ets its

oal and the individual his

mo~eo

The next chapter is
and explanation of this

~oin~

exchan~e

h pothesis of this paper.

to make a close examination

so vital to the

FOCT20
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lRichard Tilaverly Poston, Small Town Renaissance
(New YODk: HaDper & Brot ers, 1950), p. 25~
2 Ibid • ,

• 44.

3 Ibid ., pp. 193 209, for
stud ---;uIde.

f~rther questions from the

4 J .L. Tloreno, 'tho S'lall Survive (New York:
B~acon
House Inc.,
1 53), This book had a pOYierful effect on
s. chodrama and I would presll..11le that Baker Bro·vnell
vas v ry w 11 acquainted v ith lts concepts alt' I)U¥1 it
as not published at tne ti~e of t.e ~o tana tud.
5

Poston, p. 48.

6Poston,

p. 101.

7Poston, p. 191.
8 Co eman Voodbur , The Future of Cities and Urban
Redevelopr:J.ent. (Chica 0: University of Chica~o Prvss,
H~53 ), p. 44.
9 .E. Mor ,an, The Small Community (Ne"
Brothers, 1942), p. 181.
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CHAPTER

V

FORMULA
The process which guides the exchange between
the group and individual can be presented as a formula.
However, let me emphasize the point that the relationship
etween the individual and group is an exchange, and the
formula which I will present refers to relationships
onl

in small groups.

Furthe

ore, the

lI

small group"

which I will be talking about should be construed as an
ideal type or model.
Formula:

= Cities.

1. Civilization

2. CivilIzation is dependent upon some small group
characteri tics. l

3. Therefore,

~ities

= communities = social

systems

=

small group s •

4.

Small group

= cooperation;and

Cooperation and communication

5.

Social Systems
Organization
Energy

=

=

cooperation

= communicatin. 2

= Interaction

Organization

= Energy

orale

Small group

= social

system (see

Therefore small group

#3)

= Organization
of morale.
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of energy by means
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6. Small grou

7.

= Interaction

~Communication

a d

cooperati~

•

Terms:
sg
icc 
e
o

ss
m
a
l'

small group
i teraction, cooperation, communication
energy
organization
social system
moral e
anxiety
is a function of

8. e • f(icc)
o
m

= f(m/a)
= f(icc)

9. Basic Formula
o

= e = f(micc/a)

10. Organization of social systems then has energ ,
coo er tion, communication, morale;and Disorg

ization

of social systems has anxiew, hostilit , com etition,
and conflict.
11. It is the small group, which

roduces energ

through

the interaction process of coo eration and co

unicatin,

that also uroduces a morale which enables organiz tion
to take

lace.

The energ

alone is not

suffi~~nt,

the morale is also necessary for this latter component
rovides the anc or or nexus for oDganization.
the formula fsee

en

) is operating the group achieves

its material go 1 and the individual hi
One obtains material, the other meani
are necessary to the life

roces.

morale goal.
, both of which
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The meanin
mor Ie produced b

that an individual grasps from the
the small group is something that will

"strengthen informal means of soc ial control. ,,3

Since

reside t s of Meg 10 olis have few "folkvJa

ui de then,

S"

to

the small group's morale can act as a substitute gUide.
In this case the substitute is a great improvement
because it comes from t e group for the group, a more taikr
uide. 4

made

An

community which does have this means of

social control 1.vill reveal "i ts solidarity by being aware
of the goals that it wishes to achieve;

also~

by k owing

how the goals can be converted into achieveme ts.
successes develo
destin

Such

the community's conception of its

."5
.
"of exchange
Further develo ment of the ldea

which takes place with interaction an

communication is

found in the works of Charles Horton Cooley.
"the socill self is simply any idea, or
drawn from the communicative life;

He says that

stem of ideas,

that the mind cherishffi

/

as its own."b
ing,

And "co

unic tive life" is the function

rinci Ie of sm 11 groups.

indivi ual i

a Ie to

By this communic tion the

eci e on what is meaningful to

im,

an -then he manifests this decision in actual ph sical
actions, such as building schools.

Small groups or

primary grou_s to use Cooley's terminolog , are for hi
the "nurser

of human nature", here is where men start on

the process of self-knowledge and for Cooley nothing is
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"more certain or more hopeful than the advance in the
larger self-knowledge of mankind.

"7

It is in

rimar

or

small groups that the self-as ertive passions which are
fierce, inextinguishable, and indispensable are molded
into a social self whose ambitions are formed b
mon thought of the group.

the com

Here is formulation of morale.

This morale product of a small

gro~~

origi ally

formed to fulfill a material goal has become the interest
of m

conte porar

one of thos
can

sociologists.

intere s ted i

roduce when the

the h

George C. Ho

an pro:fi t a s _.11

embers are inTeracting

icating to attain a material goal.
a

to

is
grou~

nd co

un

He has gone so far

ake a ge eral scientific theor

group process whereb

~

out of the small

circulatio_ of res

0

munication and con'rol i plicit in the grou

sibili t. , com
are t e key

to understanding and achieving meaningful organizatimof
social s stems·.
grou

The problem being to take these small

ch racteristics of circulation, communication and

control an

nut them on the secon'ar

wide level.
for Urba

Not onl

b~inging

must small groups of citizens meeti

Rene al pur_oses manifest these characteris ic ,

but the civilization a
to them.

group or civilization

a

hole must also one rate according

In such a method of

0

eration lies the hope

order out of· egalopolitan chaos.

o~
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CHAPTER
_If

VI

FORD AND MORGAN

Hypobhesis revised and restated:
If Urban renewal is to be successful there must
be citizen involvement.
At this point it should be clear t_at if Urban
Renewal is going to alleviate the plight

or

egalopolis,

then small group social control, which requires citizen
involvement, must be behind the Urban Renewal projects.
egalopolis ca

ma~

only be purged by a combination of ne

erial.a d new morale.

In this

~a.

Lewid

lli~fordls

come about, that is, for men "to act crea ivel

upo

aim migt
the

environrnent bringing it nearer to human hopes and desires." 1
In t e present, the mechanical means of existence
become more elaborate, and conpulsive while human ends
are remote and dim.
In human nature, habit an
reason are divorced, instinc~ual, social and ideal
m
are set at odds instead of reintegrated with the
city on a higher level.
Such urban culture is far
away from basic realities of anim I existe ce with
its alertness to danger and allegiance to the needs of
the grou~ and away from higher realities of persor.al
life with its capacities for universal interests andfur
cooperation with groups remote in time and space. 2
umford saw this struggle taking

lace with

encouraging results at Sunnyside, across the East River
from

anhattan:
Almost overnight dyed-in-the-wool New Yorkers, who
had once made it a point of honor not to
ow their
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neighbors on the same floor of their flEl.t, became
active collaborators in all sorts of communal
project: t ey planned lectures a d poetry readings
in the s ecial community rooms, they foun ed a nur ery
school, t e supervised the common greens in each
block, the exch nged experiences in the art of gard
ening wit their neighbors - and, above all, they
became neighbors an. found a satisfactio in their
existence that only the poor in the great
metropolis ot erwise now ...• On the basis of
their past behavior.in an ill-planned an deperson
alized environment, you cannot jUdge what people
are capable of becoming, in a rela~ively short time,
~-Jhen more social oplx:Ituni ties and incentives are
present.3
What Urban Renewal projects cando in
besides

rovide a more pleasan. ph sical environment is

to g·ve t e citi ens an
activit

egalopolis

0

portunit

with meaning for them.

Sunn side and

to enter into an

umford saw this in

organ in his book the Small Commu ity

has the fol owi g pertinent comment on this

ro Ie •

Today, as seldom, if ever, before, societ is dissolv
ing its cell and tissue walls, and as a result is
losin
ower to preserve and to transmit its basic
culture. Old social outlooks and convictio
and
ha' its that gave ,en a sense of validity are fadi g
away becau e the social unit~ tough which thos~
values were preserved.a Q transmitted are disappeari~
leaving little but immediate self-assertion to give
meaning and a sense of worth to life, and leaving
the wa ope for the develop ent of crude expressions
of group loyalt •
Where community life is dissolved a d the
onl. re aining sense of soci al icenti ty is with vast
societies, s ch as great natio s, serious-minded young
eo Ie w 0 wish to be socially effective often
measure their small powers against national or world
movements, an develop a feeling of' frustration and
futili ty.
On the other hand, where t e
are members
of s,all co u ities t e have opportunities to deal
with problems within their gras.
They can be realists
and can be effective within the conmunit , and so can
have a feeling of vali it denied them when their
pri ary relations are to vast. social a gregations.4
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Morgan wants the same meaningful life that
umford does, but he specifies the wa
bri

s in nrimary relations.

communit

And it is

alo e that can offer primar

pI nned Urban Renewal

to get it when he

roject can

0

ot t

e small

raations, any well
the same.

Planners have agreed, at long last, that a unity of
manageable size must be the cell from which the cit
rows. Wit in such a unity, whether residential
neighborhood or a commercial center, a man's two
feet again become a pleasant and efficient me ns of
getting around •••• Replanning the city on a neighbo~
hood or sub-community level is ot onl realistic:
it is the onl scheme yet advanced w~ich hoI s out
an ho e of regaining a human scale without lo~ing
the manifol virtues of the urban environment.~

FOOTNOT.2:S - P..nT IV - CT-T PTE
lLewis Mu
Disinteor tion and Rene«al

VI

Studies in
Harcourt, Brace

and Co., 1945), p.32.
2 I bid., p. 224.

3Ja! es Dahir, Neiohbourhood Unit Plan - Its S read and
cceptance (New York:
usse11 Sa e Foundation, 1947 ,W.29-30.
41 or..,an, p. 108.

5

Arthur Hi11illan, Con~unity Or~anizat~on and
(New York: The Nacmi11an Co., 1950), p. 62.
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P1annin~

·

PART V -

CONCLUSION

C

CL SI N

WHY URBAN REN

AL?

When an Urban Renewal project arises out of small
group relations then mature adults can begin to regain
the power of decision over their own future, also concepts
o

self hel

begi

to have meaning as does personal liberw

when people voluntaril

practice their beliefs.

The

rod

uct of such interaction being responsible personalitie
that can live ade uately in the modern \orld.
t i

i

ependent upon the s all es

its

roblem.

All mus

necesait

A ver.

of the grou

be kept within the h

or tnere will be sta natio
regression.

But all of
anc
scale

or Herbert Spencer's

good source for confinnation about the

of small things is The Breakdown of Nations

by Leopold Kohr.

There is a very interesting thesis offered

in this book to the effect that things have a proper size
a - when the

exceed this size the law of "dimi is' in

returns" ta es over.
more numerous and
harmony

~ith

be valueu

0

Kohr feels that what is needed

elf-balancin

each other ald

er

re

units that are in

here social contri ution will

aterial contributions.

I feel that today Urban

85

enewal offers on

of t e

86

best

0

this

ortunities to,$art such small

rou s.

Not only is

direct attack right in the heart of the Megalo olis

to fin

the cure for its ills, but also it is practic 1

because it can obtain financial support from the
Gover
what

ent.

Th~

up~ort

rivate citizens c

supplies the mone

ederal

needed beyond

give and if the government

realizes the importance of Urban Renewal projects which
it su ports lies first in the amo nt of citizen
particip tion and secopd in the physical i
the

rovements, thm

overnment can be most beneficial. Unfortunately, this

is not the c see The Federal Government does no
to have the necessary insight and belo

I

seem

uote from

Preai e t Kennedy's State of the Union message delivere
n Janu ry 11, 1962.
Cities:
A stro g America depend on its cities eric's
glor , an so~etimes America's shame.
To substitute
sunlight for congesLio- and progress for decay,
e
have stepped up existing urban-renewal and housing
proorams, an launched new ones - redoubled the attack
on water pollution - seeded aid to air orts, ospit~,
highwa s and our declining mass-tra- sist system - and
secured nevr weapons to combat organize crime,
racketeering an yourth elin uenc , assisted by the
co-ordinated and hard hitting efforts of our
inve ti ative s rvices: the F I, the Internal Reve ~e,
the Bureau of Narcotics, and man others.
We sh 11 need further anticrime, m ss-transit
and transportation legislation - and new tools to fi~t
air pollution. An - with all t is effort under a.,
both equit. an common sense re uire that our nati n's
urba
reas - containing three fou ths of our oDulatio
it as equals at the Cabinet ta Ie.
Unfortunatel. , not a word about the
in the cities, th

rorst evils

nxiet , subide, and a ath

which co e

n the individual is alienated from the social stem
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and all its aspects which surround him.

n excellent

perce tion of this problem is e pounded in ~he
ociety by.John

enneth

albraith.

If between t e individual and hi
lar e y creat d b

ffluent

He sees this

reat

social s stem as

economi s.

ailure to keep public service in minima relation
to pr'vate production and use of oods is a cause of
the soc al disorder •••• By failin to expkit the
o ortunit to ex a d public production we are miss
in, opportuniti s or enjoyment which otherwise we
mi ht have had. Presumably a communit c~n be as well
re raded by buyin~ better schools or better parks as
by bu in'" bi~ er automobiles. By concentratin, on the
latter rathe t n the former it s failin to maximize
its satisfactjons. l
hapoenin~

What i
rel~te

is that the individual c nnot

to his social s stem and so is or-I

concerned with

an economic system whi h wi 1 provide him with
he wants, and such a
will su

e

~hat

reo cupation means his social

y tem

nd become even mo e unattractive to him.

vic·o s circ e

orts is

0

0

eratin

here, but one that

could be disrupted if t e Federal Government and the
citizens could see the problem and attack it from many
an les, the economic bein

one and Urban

enewal another

of those an les.
If correctl

handled Urb n Ren wal can be pa t

of the answer to t e c aos and anomie facin~ most citizens
in urban

arts

0

the .. orld.

It can help "transform be

wildered adults into competent citizens"2 and these
com

ent citizens

ill know that they are worthwhile

88

indivi ual

0

ly because they have learned social co trol

from small grou

interaction.

In t is way there can be

freedom, for freedom "can exist onl,

in and through a

social order and must be increased b

all the health

growth of the orCler'_,.3 And perhaps there are those of us
in America

ho would, like Baker Brownell, c 11 this

freedom, American Democracy.
All this from Urban Renewal?
on citize
the

Yes, if it is based

involvement in small neighborhood ,roups and if

ederal Government supports such

if the Urba

ssociations.

Rene al is like that of Clevelan,

Pittsburgh and Rutland.

Urban Renefal is on

Yes,

inneapolis,

way of

develo ing the ha it of s all group relatio shi s.
Whe

citizens rea

the benefits, material and emotio al,

that come to t em t rough this type of interaction the
re enteri
~lliat

into a more

ha pens in thi

meani~ul

social existence.

ideal type of Urban Renewal is that

there is the di scover,

of a constant wh· ch can act as

the foundation for all the variety a society wishes to
have.

With value arrlemphasis on this, incredible

horizons

0

en for m n to lead a meaningful life but

becau e his lif
small group

is based on social princi les, th t is

rinciples, man is also contributing to

a better societ •
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Because I have thought of this,

ondered

ver it,

been plagued by the problem, because I have gat ered
i forna io

from American citres that substantiates

y

h pothesis, "If Urban Renewal is to be succes ful there
must be citizen invol'ement", and because I
societ

belie~e

that

c n function better this way, I must sta d beside

Andre Gi e who says

I Believe In The Virtue Of Small

o Hilf

ir Gatt, Ich Kann Nicht

nders!

umbers.

F

TN

T~

-

CO~CLU~IO

1 JohD enneth a1braith, The ff1uent Soci t
(Boston: Hou ton i f1'n Co~, 1958), p.259.
2J meso air, CO~'unities for Better Liv'n
ew Yo k: Ha ner Brothers, 1950), p. 279.
3Coo1ey, Human

ature •.•••••• , p.097.
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P NDIX

CI I

H 'EN

aine

o~

","""IIJ.L:.lfi-OLCH

Population

atervi Ie
u us ta~'"
Portland
Ban or

18, 95
21, 8
72,560
38, 12

New Hampshire
3 , (,

ashua
anc ester

88,2

~

Vermont
ut1and
Bur1in ton

18,325
35,5 1

92

Pennsylvania
rie
Harr is bur 2;~"
Philadelphia
Pittsbur h

138,440
79.,697
2,002,512
640,332

New Jersey
Garfield
Newark
nO'lewood

29,253
405,220

Delaware
Dover
Wi lmingt on~~

7,250
95,827

Naryland
Balti ore
Cumberland

936,024
33,415

Virginia
Newport News
Danville

113,662
46,577

North Carolina

-----

Raleigh-l"
Hickory
Charlotte

93,931
19,328
272,700

South Carolina
Greenville
Spartenbur

164,500
44,300

Tennessee
Nashvil] e-l:'
1emphis

411,500
628 100

iss issippi
Gulfport
wridan

30,204
49,400

labama
Anniston
Gadsden

33, 57
58,688
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Geor _ia
32,200
69,764

Florida
liami Beach
Orlando

63,145
88,1 5

Michi an
Wyandotte
nn Arbor

43,514
67,340

Indiana
vansville
ichmond
J:ndianapolis~:-

141,543
-44,149
476,258

hio
Dayton
Lake.~ood

Cleveland
Columbus'!:

262,332
66,154
76,050
471,316

'lest Vir inia
Wheel nc;
Huntin ton

53,400
83,627

Kentucky
Ashland
Lexina:ton

31,283
62,810

Wisconsin
Milwaukee
Nadisono):·
Greenbay

126,706
62,888

Winnesota
Duluth
Minneapo is

10 ,884
482,872

North Dakota
Bismarck
Far 0
Minot

27,670
46,662
30,603
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South Dakota
Sioux Falls

65,466

Nebraska
aha
rand Island

439,80
25,742

Iowa
Sioux City
Burlin ton

89,159
32,430

Illinois
Peoria
Bloomin~ton

Alton
Ber n

103,1 2
36 271
43,047
52,224

Missouri

38,950
750,0::::6

Joplin
St. Louis
Kansas
Kansas City
1 ichita

121,901
346,200

Okla O'1la
Oklahoma
Eni

City~:'

324,253
38,856

Texas
Dallas
Port rthur
us tin{~

679,684
6 ,676
18 ,545

Lo "isiana
Ne Orleans
i. le andria

27,525
40,276

rkansas
ot
Pin

prin s
Bluff

28,237
44,037

9

If.ontana
53~357

G eat aIls
Butte
Eelena J':,

27,°87
20,227

Idal10

::>4,4 1

Bo e~'
T ;in !' al s

~0,1~6

nq;

s

38, 30

~r

U t h

.s

1
(I'd

La

'9

v

t ,

185,'1:54
70, C7

Co
~

, e

858,300
70, c4

18,0 4

uer ue
Farm 'lton
bu

r

266, CC
23,78

zona

.J:ucson
Pho'3ni;{*

2 2,8 2
43 G ,170

YaY a
attle

43,300
557,027

re on
3alerr.·;:·

.edford
Portlan

49,142
24,425
372,676

California
Bakersfield
tockton
Fresno

5 ~ ,848
86,321
133, 29
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Nevada
64,405
5,20

L s Ve as
C rson City~:-

*

Indicates the capital 6f the state

To

t~e

above cities was sent the first letter.

the second lett~r was sent to these cities and to others
which were often
Thesj

IT

cities.

extra"

r~ntioned

in corresnondence I received.

cities are found in YIy classification of

PPBNDIX

B

pp~~

p~

The folIo
to th

0
in~

IX

L CO

f'rst letter sent out.

.hy it

as

DLI

~E?

letters are replies I received

ne ,ative and discoura in,
s~ow

B

neceSSJ~V

Some are helpful, otQers

They

~re

included Qere to

I send out a second lett3r.
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COUNCIL
MANAGER
GOVERNMENT

COMMISSION ON THE CITY PLAN
·550 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD 4, CONN.

CITY of HARTFORD
September 29, 1961

Kiss Sharon Gear
Mary Low Hall

Colby College
Waterville, Mame
Dear Sharon:
In relation to your recent, undated, m1JIeographed request for us
to trannit intoraation about urban plamd.n& renewal in Hartford,
I _ afloaid that this is a rather aajor task both for us 8lld for

you. It would be quite difficult for 118 to package the material
and 11&11 it; it would be quite difficult for you to pq the charges
lUlless we sent it by freight and it would take eometille tor 1'011
to read and digest the material.
May I ldndly' 8UgpSt· that you
li.it yourself to a ~h les8
U8 know specifically what you
you with material that may be

get together with your thesis advisor,
inclusive thesis topic and then let
had in lIind so that we 11&1' provide
helpf'ul.
Yours very truly,

boa. rd

centra

new lersey

of newark

MEMBERS.
HON. LEO P. CARLIN. MAYOR
RAYMOND P. STABILE. CHAIRMAN
SAMUEL A. KAPHAN. VICE.CHAIRMAN
GEORGE W. ANDRE••• DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT Of' PU8UC WORKS
JOSEPH A. COCUZZA

October 3, 1961

MATTHEW D'AU• •IO
FREDERICK

W. I"EDERICi. JR.

HON. PHILIP E. GORDON. COUNCILMAN

FRANCE. M. COCCHIA
EXECUTIVE .ECRETARY

Miss Sharon Gear
Mary Low Hall
Co lby Co 11 ege
Waterville, Maine
Dear Miss Gear:

It is difficult to comply with the request for materials on
Urban Work made in your undated, mimeographed letter without first
knowing more of the intent of your thesis.
A subject such as uUrban Work in ... " could cover a variety
of efforts from demography to highway construction to resetting
cultural values to legal and financial frameworks for action.

The Central Planning Board have sponsored the publication
of a number o~ pamphlets and articles since 1912. While the older
ones are now out of print, each has been a basis for subsequent
work. Should the depth of your studies warrant the research,
the out of print material can be obtained on interlibrary loans.
We are always pleased to assist students, and will "pass on",
even in interview form, what information is pertinent to the
planning operation in Newark. First, however, we must understand
the area of interest of your proposed thesis. We can then send
those available materials and notify you where the out-of-print
titles can be borrowed.
With best wishes on your research,

lc~urs,
H.L.P. Kealy
Senior Planner
HK:pb

office: 211

city hall,

newark 2, n, "
~

mitchell 3-6300

ext. 406

Commlsslonenl

22 L1IERTY ST.
MERIDEN, CONN.

IRS. ROSEMARY KNOX, Chairman

IEverly 5-1051

lAX KATZ, Vice-Chairman
fRANCIS S. NOONAN
Executive Director

lacRAE H. CURTIS
)HN MULE

CEIL C. KilNER
MPH STETSON

October 2, 1961

Miss Sharon Gear
Mary Low Hall
Colby College
Waterville, Maine
Dear Miss Gear:
Re:

Central Area
Meriden, Connecticut

Receipt is here~ acknowledged of your undated request for infor
mation concerning our urban renewal project.
Urban renewal is a topic which covers a broad expanse of human
relationships and environments. It is rather difficult for me
to ascertain which phase of urban renewal you are interested in
from the title of your thesis. Therefore, I would request that
you break your topic down under subheadings, and i f you will
direct to me the questions you want answered, I shall be very
happy to cooperate with you.
I am quite anxious to provide you with any and all inf ormation
at my disposal without charge.

l~:lyfi;~

;2':~Ci~onan

Executive Director

FSN:cck

Secretary

October 3, 1961

Miss Sharon Gear
Mary Low Hall
Colby College
Watervllle, Maine
Dear Miss Gear:
I have at hand your form letter undated relative to information on
urban planning and renewal. Generally speaking, I feel that if it

is worth my time to supply a person with information and data,
it is surely worth their time to request such service with an
indiVidually typewritten letter rather than a form letter. Consequently,
if you will write to me in this manner, I shall be very happy to assist
you in any way that I can.

I further would like to advise you that your question is so general
that it would be extremely difficult to determ ine your exact needs,

so will you please be more specific.

Very truly yours,

n~~
~L~LOR
Assistant Director
of Planning

DJS:bah
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n urban r:me ral project is financed by an·
arran"'ement between the local public a'Yency and the
Urban Renewal Administration which calls for local
contributions, Federal advances and loans, and
ultimately a Fede~al capital arant.
In redev~lo ment
areas desi nated as such under Section 5(a) 0
the
rea Redevelop~Jnt Act, tLe c_ it 1 ~rant Can a,ount
to t~ree-f,urths of the net cost of rojects in
con1Unities 'ith oopul tion of 150,OGO or less;
in la~ger co~~unities, two-bhirds.
The locality's contri ltion rna, take the for~
of cash or non-cash 7ants-in-aid. The latter ~y be
rlonations of and, dernoljtion and re,nval work,
project i .rovements or public facilities, and the
like.
Net project cost, for pur oses of determ1n1n,
the a~ount 0
the Federal ,rant, is the total of
expenditures for project execution activities OlllS
t e v~lue of local on-cash ~rants-in-aid, less the
roceed from land disposition.
Direct ~ederal oans M3Y be made to fjnance
project activities Defor? ~rant f nds or djspositi1n
proceeds are avaiJ b e.
The ~ontract with the Federal
Govern~~nt may be used by local public a 3ncies bo
s c re private inancing at lOter ~nter~st rates than
the ~edera rate.
ppoa eS3 aymants of the Federal
caD tal rant, loc
cash ~rants-in- id, and land
dis ositi0n oroceeds are used to provide teITryorarv
in~ncin
s· roject execution pro,res es.
Ithou~h Federal
rant funds are not
available for actual redevelopment or rehabilitation
lork, special forms of mor blSa e insurance are
available t rou h the Federal Housin Adm~nistration,
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T is P tic 1
Sen'or Schol
project was undertaken
to conr,ect Urban Socioloay and .::>mall Group ociolo
The a roa c
3.5 to examin
small ~ oups en.,a ed in
Urban- ene ,al projects.
The frat sten was the elect on of cities to be
conside ed from reco - nized studies in Soc'olo .
These c'ties ere Dlaced on a contin~um 0 cit zen
parti ·patlon rom in or tion athered in replY to
letter sent out to the .•
~

_ext a reat dea 0 res arc~ 'as done on s~ll -rou.s,
thei functionin __ rinci_les, and th i
importance
to the individua and society. The rincinle as
accepted Ghat if small -_oup _ terial and ernot onal
benefits could be p ssed on to p ople livin in
urb n areas, these eODle ~ould hav oett3r contro
over their 0 n lives and the fut e 0 their co unit.,
an perhaps the de ti y of the"
country. To sub
stantiate t~is a statistical correlation as made
betieen the continum of citizen narticip tion an
indicies that ,'auld indicate
,11 or anized cit~
~uch as crim
rates and moral inte~ at on. Tle
c r~elation wa
ositive.
cone
on it appeared that small roup benefits
a Ion
ay in establishin a ~ell inte rated nerson
and a 1el inte rated societ. But there re ined
the problem th t the people of metropolitan areas
ere not accostomed to thinLin this ay and that
one of the a,
this idea of entcrin_ into s_ 11
oup relation could be fostered las ~hrough rban
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The nroof t' at small roups ~o kin. in Urban ene al
could achieve the object ves 0 meaning or the
'ndiv dua and or anization fa the soci~t. . as
fo d in ~he examination of practical studies hieh
had been made n the ield of Urban and n th fie d
of mall
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